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1.Technical Data

1.1 Mobile pallet strapping system unit 

* Weight : BP-888 1 0Sk (with sealing head) 

JD-008S 112kg (without sealing head) 

* Dimensions ( all types): L95cm*W75cm*H125cm

* Maximum chain speeds:

-Under standard mode

Moving out horizontally :40m / min 

Moving out vertically:60 m / min 

Moving in vertically:44 m / min 

Moving in horizontally:54 m / min 

-Under chain/pass mode:

Moving out:20 m / min 

Moving ln:16 m / min 

* Max chain thrust :320 N

* Noise emission level:79 dB (A)

Note: 

If the width of the strap is 19mm, two points need to keep in mind: 

1. Please use the sealing head, which can be available for 19mm width straps. 

2. The cargo height shall be under 1.5 meters and it is better to confirm the feasibility with

the supplier or original manufacturer.

* Suitable for packaging volume: width below 2000MM ,

height below3000MM 

* Applicable straps : PP strap or PET strap

* Applicable straps specification:

-PP strap : roll core diameter 200mm roll core height : 180MM;

-PET strap : roll core diameter 406mm roll core height : IS0MM;

-Strap thickness : 0. 6mm-l 3mm;Strap width : 12mm-16mm

* Minimum pallet height : 75mm

* Minimum pallet width : 200mm

* Two versions: one version is designed for PP strap roll(ti 9 

1i,another version is designed for PET strap(ti9zi 
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1.Technical Data

1.2 Sealing head 

Sealing heads for BP-888 are optional. Please see page 40 &page 50 for 

details 

1.3 Battery 
* Type:33V lithium battery * Weight : 8.3kg

* Rating : 29.2V-33.3V / 31.2Ah-32Ah/911.04 Wh * Maximum charging current : 1 0A

* Maximum discharging current : 45A * Battery life : up to 2000 charges

* Charging time : approx 3.5 hours

* Number of strapping : 200-400 per charge, depending

on pallet size ,tension , welding time and age of battery.

1.4 Charger unit 

* Type: dual 3-step charger * Working temperature : 5°C-45°C

* Working humidity : 90 % ( 4 °C± 2°C) * Storage temperature : ( -40°C~ 70°()

* Atmosphere pressure : ( 70-106 ) Kpa * Input voltage : ACI00-240V;S0HZ-60HZ

* Output voltage : DC33.6V * Output current : 1 0A

* MTBE : � 50000H
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3.Safetv requlations

* Remove any wrenches or foreign objects before operating the pallet system. Any foreign objects left on rotating

parts of the pallet system may cause personal injury. 

* Dress correctly. Do not wear loose clothing or jewelry. Keep hair, clothing, and gloves away from moving parts.

Loose clothing, jewelry, or long hair may be caught by moving parts. 

3.4 Safety regulations for battery and charger 

1. Check the plug and the cable before usage each time and if they are damaged,please have them replaced by a

well trained technician 

2. Do not use any batteries from other manufacturers, use original ones as the repalcement only.

3. Keep the connection plug to the battery away from non-related objects and dirt.

4. Protect the charger from moisture and operate it in dry rooms only.

5. Do not open the battery and protect it from shock, heat, and fire.The danger of explosion.

6. Store batteries in a dry frost-proof place. The ambient temperature must not exceed S0 ° C and must not fall

below-S0C. 

7. Damaged batteries may not be reused.
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a.Servicing and repair

8.6Replace the sealing head 

Different sealing head with different connetion part 

(see Pageso)to installed on the BP-888 .The 

connection parts can be customized. Please 

choose the correct connection part accordingly. 

And then screw the conneciton part on the 

sealing head. Shown in the pictures 

(Fig103r1J,Fig103r2J,Fig103(3J ) for d eta i Is. 

Then Just pull the pin to take down or install 

the sealing head (seefig103{6),Fig104). Make sure the pin 

insert the hole(seefig103(3),Fig103(5) )on the connection part 

to lock /unlock the connection part completely. Fig103{4) 

Hole for inserting pin 

'', 
Connection part c:: 

Y-.
..._ 

----->PIN<---

Fig103(5) 

40 

Fig103{1) Fig103{2) 

Fig103{3) 

- ➔ Hole for inserting pin 

- ➔ Connection part

Fig103(6) Fig104 



















11.Declaration about sealing heads

1. We hereby declare the BP-888 is designed for most sealing heads(or called strapping tools), which can 
be installed on BP-888 by their connection parts accordingly. So in this manual, you can see different 
sealing heads on BP-888. However, the BP-888 manual here does not introduce the operation of the sealing 
head in detail, please refer to the corresponding sealing head instructions separately for details

2. The recommended sealing heads and the connection parts are as below for information, if other kinds of 
sealing heads are required to install on BP-888, please confirm the feasibility verification with the 
manufacturer first.

Connection 
parts 

Brand &model 

Sealing heads 

ORT-260 GT-ONE ITATOOLS TRANSPACK H-46 Fromm 

50 

Q2 A-16

Fig108 

JD-PES16 More ... 

More ... 








